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Introduction 

The reason to write this document is to provide a clear understanding of: 

− what the project entails. For all stakeholders to approve and to know what they are getting 

− what to build. For developers to give quotes. 

This document describes the external (visible) workings of the project, not the internal workings, that 
will be handled in the Technical Specification. 

Terminology 
DPSP Annotations– Digital Paul Scholten Project Annotations, the online scientific journal, which 
contains the results of the DPSP-research. 

Annotations– refereed and published texts which contribute to the aims of the DPSP-project 

Reactions – feed back to drafts or research question either short stand-alone texts of < 300 words 
(comment) or an abstract of < 300 words, which is displayed on the site together with a full text, which 
is uploaded (article). 

General Part (AlgemeenDeel)– There is merely one book, or even one chapter of a book, which has 
brought Paul Scholten his great fame: the chapter on the Method of Private Law in a book called 
General Part (AlgemeenDeel). Part of the website is dedicated to the translation of this chapter 
(180pages, 29 sections and ~560 paragraphs). 

References (in-text or in footnotes)– pertain to the references in General Part to legislation, case law and 
literature. 

Bibliography – is made by Mr. R.J. Polak on the occasion of Paul Scholten’s fare-well as Professor 
(1946), and revised by Mr. C. Kraus-Bsse De Vos van Steenwijk on the occasion of the publication of 
the last volume of Paul Scholten’s Collected Papers after his death (1949-1954).      

Main sources  – all theoretical texts of Paul Scholten. Thisincludes 
   1. Het Algemeen Deel, Eerste druk van 1931 
   2. Verzamelde Geschriften van Prof. Mr. Paul Scholten samengesteld door G.J.  



       Scholten, Y. Scholten en M.H. Bregstein, 4 delen, W.E.J.TjeenkWillink,  
       Zwolle. 

 

Goals of  DPSP 

1. Broadening the attention for and spreading of the work of Paul Scholten not only in the 
Netherlands but also in a European and even global context. 

2. Make Paul Scholten’s text about the Method of Law (General Part), which is for many Dutch 
legal theorists the most important contribution to the philosophy of law of the twentieth century, 
into an inherent part of the international comparative legal theory. 

3. Support scientific research and create an online research model which introduces open peer 
review and argued selection of all texts created for and placed on the website + the feedback 
given by the public. 

4. Making it easier for others to set up online research. 
 

These goals will be expanded on below. 

1. Broadening attention national and international 
1.1. Bring online the bibliography of all works of Paul Scholten 
1.2. Bring online the theoretical works of Paul Scholten (the Main Sources, primarily in Dutch, 

although there exist some works originally written in French and some translations in French 
and Indonesian language, while hopefully more translations will appear in the near future). 
This involves scanning, storing in the depository of the University Library, creating links to 
this depository, creating and correcting wordfiles and acquiring the necessary permissions for 
open access. 

1.2.1. AlgemeenDeel (General Part) 
1.2.2. VerzameldWerk (4 volumes of Collected Papers) 

1.3. (Biography) Create with the help of public and bring on line an English translation and 
accompanying explanatory texts of the existing biography of Paul Scholten. 

1.3.1. (draft) Display of a first draft of an English translation of the existing biography, provided 
by the editors + possibility for public to give feedback directly to the text. 

1.3.2. (research questions) Display of research questions and in some cases already a first draft 
of an answer, provided by the editors of DPSP,  to create explanatory texts which make the 
biography understandable for a non-Dutch and contemporary public + possibility for 
public to submit answers to the questions or give feedback on first drafts. 

 

 

2. Insert General Part in international comparative legal theory 
2.1. (Translation) Create with the help of the public and bring online an English translation and 

accompanying explanatory texts of the first chapter of the General Part, in which Paul 
Scholten’s ideas on the Method of Law are elaborated. 



2.1.1. (draft) Display of a first draft of the English translation and of the translation problems 
which were encountered, created by the editors of DPSP + possibility for public to give 
feedback directly to the text or to the discussion about translation-choices 

2.1.2. (research questions) Display of research questions and in some cases already a first draft 
of an answer, provided by the editors of DPSP,  to create explanatory texts which make the 
references (in-text or footnotes) understandable for a non-Dutch and contemporary public 
+ possibility for public to submit answers to the questions or give feedback on first drafts. 

2.2. (Comparative legal theory) Create with the help of public and bring online texts about the 
relevance of the General Part for the international comparative theory. 

2.2.1. (draft) Display of invited (by editors of DPSP) texts – especially by authors from abroad – 
to compare the ideas on the Method of Law of Paul Scholten with their own national 
heroes of legal theory and philosophy of law + possibility for public to give feedback 
directly to these texts. 

2.2.2. (research questions) Display of research questions and in some cases already a first draft 
of an answer, provided by the editors of DPSP,  to create new texts about the relevance of 
Paul Scholten’s ideas + possibility for public to submit answers to the research questions 
or give feedback on the first drafts. 
 

3. Support research and develop online research model 
3.1. Bring online + acquire permission for open access concerning existing materials which the 

editorial board deems of central importance for the web-discussions.  
3.2. Make, in the interest of the creation of new materials which contribute to the DPSP-research, a 

publication-medium for scientific discussion which is unconditional, fast and open for anyone 
who is interested. 

3.2.1. Editors provide the display of first drafts and research questions. 
3.2.2. Reactions to these drafts and questions can be invited (by editors)  and spontaneous .  
3.2.3. Reactions can be short stand-alone texts of < 300 words (comment) or an abstract of < 300 

words, which is displayed on the site together with a full text, which is uploaded (article). 
3.2.4. Administrator of the site places all reactions (invited and spontaneous) on the site after a 

short and formal check to determine whether they are appropriate.  
3.3. Create scientific order, focus and rigor in the discussions on the web: 

3.3.1. The editors ask now and then two reviewers to summarize for them the web-discussions 
on specific issues, to point out which of the reactions hold interesting insights and which 
conclusions can be drawn from these. 

3.3.2. The editor removes on such an occasion the web-discussions on this issue and stores all 
reactions in the Archives. He places a notification that a review is underway and that for 
the time being the discussion is closed. 

3.3.3. After the reception of the reviews – the editor (in consultation with the editorial board) 
decides how to proceed:  

3.3.3.1. Indicates to the reviewers and the authors of the insightful reactions how to 
finalize their texts to make them ready for publication in the DPSP-annotations. 

3.3.3.2. Replaces the old research question or draft by a reformulated or new one, which 
is open for new feedback or gives a notification that the discussion is ended and that 
the finalized text can be found in the DPSP-annotations.  



3.3.3.3. Takes care of the publication in the DPSP-annotations of the finalized texts of the 
draft, summarizing reviews, insightful reactions and the decisions taken by the 
editorial board. 

 
 

4. Making it easier  
The model for online research will also cover the interdisciplinary discussion between field-
specialists and technical-specialists, which is needed to develop online research. 
4.1. Display of experiences and problems encountered, in some cases already a first draft of an 

answer, in other cases a call for help, provided by the editors of DPSP,  concerning: 
4.1.1. Problems of scanning 
4.1.2. Problems to acquire permission for publishing materials in open access 
4.1.3. Open a discussion on the technicalities and usefulness of the website itself. 

 

Process flow 
One of the goals of the DPSP website is to support scientific research. To fulfill this goal there should 
be a clear picture how annotations flow through the website to the DPSP Annotations. The picture 
below describes the process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



Functionalities of the website 
NB. The functionalities below will be formulated broader than needed for the goals of the DPSP 
website to make further developments possible. 

The main functionalities of the DPSP website are to provide a platform for  

1. Providing information pages about Paul Scholten and the project 

2. Bring online the already published works of Paul Scholten in all languages in which they are 
available (Main Sources). 

3. Create with the help of public an English translation of General Part, through online side by side 
comparison of the English, French and Dutch texts. 

4. Create with the help of public new texts which are relevant for the DPSP-research by posting 
drafts and  research questions. 

5. Publish the results of the DPSP- research (finalized texts, selected contributive reactions, 
reviewing summaries and editorial decisions)  in the DPSP Annotations. 

6. Archive proceedings of the DPSP-research. 

7. Submit new initiatives 

8. News 

9. Registration of open access 

 

These different functionalities will be expanded below. The focus will be on what users can do. 

1. Users to read about Paul Scholten and the DPSP 

• administrator can add / delete / update information pages, regarding to text and  images. 
 Administrator can make lists in information pages 
 Administrator can add an image to a page, which is aligned left or right next to the text 

of a page 
 Administrator can make text bold / italic, colored, highlighting, create links, via 

a WYSIWYG-editor 
 Administrator can make a table with columns and which is sortable on a column (for 

example if a certain column contains years, it should be sortable on year) 
 

• user can freely read the information pages without a login. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WYSIWYG


2. Users to see where specific terms appear in the texts of Paul Scholten / Archives / DPSP 
Annotations.  

• administrator can  add / delete / update these sources 

• users are able without login to choose a language and search for specific words as well as 
title and tags in the texts of the Main Sources, Archives and DPSP Annotations.  

 

3. The online publication of the draft of the translation of the General Part displayed side by side 
French/English and English/Dutch. 
 
• administrator has the ability to change the draft of the translation of all three languages. 

 add / update / delete text chunks in the draft of the translation 
 open / close text chunk for discussion 
 administrator can archive a text chunk with accompanying reactions 

 
• user (without login) has ability to view text chunks with feed-back of the English translation 
• user has the ability (after login) to provide feedback on a text chunk of the English 

translation.  
 

4. Posting  research questions and putting on display drafts divided in different sections: 
Biography, Translation, Comparative legal theory, Development of online research. 
 
• administrator has the ability to add / update / delete research questions 

 open / close research questions for discussion 
 administrator can archive research questions with accompanying reactions 

 
• administrator has the ability to add / update / delete drafts 

 add / update / delete text chunks in the draft 
 open / close text chunk for discussion 
 administrator can archive a text chunk with accompanying reactions 

 
 
 

• user (without login) has the ability to view the research questions and drafts 
• users (after login) to submit reactions to research questions 
• users (after login) to provide feedback on text chunks of drafts by submitting reactions 
• users (without login) to view reactions on text chunks 
• users (without login) to view reactions on research questions 

 



5. Reviewing  drafts and  reactions and  publish  reviews + editorial decisions + selected texts  in 
the DPSP Annotations after revision. 
We will defer from describing a complete online journal system, because this will lead to a very 
large document and may lead to more confusion than clarity. Instead we will suffice to give a 
short description to prevent any restriction for a developer to build the system. See the section 
'considerations' for further information. 
 
Short description of the journal system: The journal system  is controlled by the DPSP. The 
administrator is able to assign different roles such as editor, reviewer, author to users. These 
different roles fulfill different purposes. The editor can take in submissions, distribute to section 
editors, etc 
 
Furthermore, the online publication of the DPSP Annotation should have an ISSN, which is a 
unique eight-digit number used to identify a print or electronic periodical publication.  

 

6. Store all posted materials in Archives. 
• administrator move reactions (comments + articles) / drafts / research questions to the  

Archives 
 

• users are able to search for specific words, title, author or tags in the Archives as well as 
extra attributes, such as language or date. 

 
 

7. Submit new initiatives 
• Users (without login) can inform the DPSP about other initiatives place calls for 

cooperation on such initiatives via a form on the website 
 

8. News 
• Administrator can add / update / delete news items  

 
9. Registration of open access 

• Administrator can add / update / delete registrations of how open access of a certain 
document was gathered, when and who gave permission to publish this document. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



All functionalities can be divided in two categories: publication and discussion 

Publication Discussion 

Main sources Not open for reactions 

DPSP Annotations 

 - selected reactions 
 - editorial decisions 
 - review reports  
 - finalized drafts 

Not open for reactions 

- Drafts 
 - biography 
 - translation 
 - comparative legal theory 
- Research questions 
 - biography 
 - translation 
 - comparative legal theory 

Reaction on- drafts 
 - biography 
 - translation 
 - comparative legal theory 
Reaction on- research questions 
 - biography 
 - translation 
 - comparative legal theory 

- Reactions - No reaction on reaction 

Meta-information about online research 

 - Information about scanning 
 - Information about the DPSP website 
 - Information about open access 

Meta-discussion about online research 

 - Reaction on scanning 
 - Reaction on the DPSP website 
 - Reaction on open access  

Searching in the Main Sources, DPSP Annotations 
and Archives 

N/a 

Archives 

 - archived all reactions 

 

 - Not open forreactions 

Miscellaneous pages 

 - Contact 
 - Sitemap 
 - Disclaimer 
 - News 
 - ... 

Miscellaneous pages 

 - Not open for reactions 



 

Other requirements 

• the system should be set up in such a way that the whole site is backed up. In case of a 
malfunction / attack where files are compromised, the whole site should be retrieved from the 
last backup. Data older than 1 day should not be lost. 

• The administrator and other users should be able to login wherever there is internet access. 
Their logins should be secure, as well as all data that is user specific. Therefore, logins should 
happen over https and user specific data should be sent over https. 

 

Considerations 

During interviews we have taken a look at the Open Journal System (OJS) to see if it  meets the 
requirements of functionality #1. 
See http://pkp.sfu.ca/ojs/demo/present/index.php/index/help/view/intro/topic/000000 
for more information. 

During interviews we have looked at WikiBasha (http://www.wikibhasha.org/), an open source 
multilingual content creation tool for Wikipedia, developed by Microsoft Research. This was to see if it 
fulfills the requirements in functionality #2 

Further steps  

- DPSP provides the design, i.e. the design used on the current website. 

- Use cases with the help of online demos of existing open source software – with the goal of quickly 
discovering if certain open source packages fulfill requirements stated in this document as well as 
discovering how hard the requirements are (to see if we can lose some requirements, but gain the 
benefit of using open source packages). 
- Developer and DPSP create wireframes / mockups of the pages needed for the website. 
- The developer writes a technical specification. 
- Developer incrementally implements the code and puts a test version of the site on a test server. 

http://pkp.sfu.ca/ojs/demo/present/index.php/index/help/view/intro/topic/000000
http://www.wikibhasha.org/
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